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The so-called gravel pack logging is a cased hole application of the 

gamma-gamma logging methodology (used for formation density 

logging, as well).

It is connected to a special type of well completion techniques 

called gravel pack completion.

The aim of  this completion is to prevent unconsolidated formation 

material (sand) from getting into the wellbore during the fluid 

production. 

The unwanted production of solid particles is very dangerous and 

harmful because 

• it causes the damage of downhole and surface components of 

the well (abrasion), 

• and the accumulation of grains fills the producing interval (which 

stops the further production). 

The two commonly applied gravel packs:

• open hole gravel pack,

• cased hole gravel pack.

Introduction



For the open hole version of gravel packs a wire wrapped screen is set 

below the cemented casing. 

The annulus between the screen and open borehole wall is filled with 

gravel. The grain size of gravel is selected in such a way that the gravel 

pack prevents the formation sand from entering the well.
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For the cased hole gravel 

pack the screen is set inside 

the casing and the annulus

between the screen and 

perforated casing is filled with 

gravel.

So that a gravel pack will be 

formed in the proper interval, 

a mixture of gravel and fluid is 

pumped  down through a 

special service tool run in the 

well.



After completing the gravel pack at the bottom of well, The result 

must be checked (if the annular space is totally filled with gravel or 

not).

The objective of gravel pack logging is to indicate the location and 

distribution of gravel pack behind the screen. 

So, it helps in evaluating the integrity of the gravel pack.

The physical principle of gravel pack logging is the same as that of 

density logging.

The logging tool includes a gamma ray source (typically Cs-137) 

and one or two gamma ray detectors. 

The source emits gamma rays into the wellbore and its 

surroundings.

The gamma photons are able to penetrate into the solid media, but 

not all of them arrive at the detector.

Physical principle of the measurement



Due to the subsequent Compton 

scattering interactions their energy 

gradually decreases.

At lower energies the probability of 

photoelectric absorption to occur 

increases, which results in the decrease of 

gamma ray flux with the distance.

The detector measures the counting rate 

of scattered gamma rays (in count per 

second, cps), which proportional to the 

local gamma ray flux.

The measured count rate is an indication 

of the bulk density of the material in which 

the gamma photons are propagated. 

For higher density materials the energy 

attenuation of gamma rays is faster and 

the rate of absorption is higher, 

consequently lower counting rate is 

detected.

Physical principle of the measurement
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For the depth section completed with gravel pack, the filling of 

annular space between a screen and casing or borehole wall can 

change according to the following cases:

• the space totally filled with gravel,

• the space partially filled with gravel (at the top of gravel pack, or 

at voids in the gravel pack),

• no gravel in the space.

The volume not containing gravel is totally filled with completion 

fluid (typically brine).

Since the bulk density of volume filled with gravel is significantly 

higher than the density of fluid, definite (not stochastic) changes in 

the detector counting rate indicate  how good the quality of gravel 

filling.

Increased detector counting rate indicates the decrease in gravel 

filling (volume fraction of gravel).

Physical principle of the measurement



Unlike density logging, the detector counting rates are not converted 

to bulk density (no calibration), because the qualitative evaluation of 

log curves does not require accurate measurement of density. The 

curves scaled in raw counting rate are able to provide the necessary 

information about the gravel pack:

• the top of gravel pack,

• the positions of accidental voids or badly filled portions in the 

gravel pack.

The following figure shows a piece of cased hole log with GR, CCL 

(on the left side) and curves coming from a dual detector gamma-

gamma gravel tool (on the right side).

GGS: counting rate of short spacing (gamma-gamma) detector 

(here the log scale: 100-400 cps)

GGL: counting rate of long spacing (gamma-gamma) detector (here 

the log scale: 0-300 cps)

Gravel Pack Evaluation
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The boundaries of the two log scales (GGS, GGL) must be 

adjusted in such a way that the curves fit well where the gravel 

pack is correct (the counting rates are low).

The lowest interval of the example log is open (no casing). Thus, 

the steel casing does not decrease the count rates.

The higher level of count rates indicates this portion.

Above the top of gravel pack the values of both counting rates 

increase. 

The curves separate from each other where different components 

(collars, valves, fittings etc.) with different diameters and sizes are 

built in the production pipe string.

A gravel pack logging tool is generally combined with a casing 

collar locator (CCL) and a natural gamma ray tool (GR).

These tools help controlling the depth and identifying the positions 

of different well components.

All these tools have small diameter (< 50 mm) which provides the 

passage through the production pipe string.

Gravel Pack Evaluation



The result of a gravel pack logging. 

A single detector tool was used in 

this case. 

It shows an interval insufficiently 

filled with gravel.

Gravel Pack Evaluation
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Gravel Pack

Log Curve
top of gravel pack

a void interval 

in the gravel pack

The void interval must be repaired

before the well is placed on 

production.

A percentage of pack curve can be 

computed from the log curve. 

It is a linear estimation of actual 

gravel filling between the totally 

gravel filled (100% pack) and gravel 

free (zero pack) intervals.



Technical Specification of a Gamma – Gamma 

Gravel Tool (Type:3G, GEOINFORM Ltd.)

Length ( ft ) ( m ) 6.36 1.94

Diameter ( in ) ( mm ) 1.70 43.0

Max. pressure ( psi ) ( Mpa ) 10 000 68.9

Max. temperature ( °F ) ( °C ) 350 177

Weight ( lb ) ( kg ) 23 10.5

Curves Recorded:

GGS : Short Gamma-Gamma

GGL : Long Gamma-Gamma

Curves are calibrated in cps unit

Min. and Max. Casing Diameter : 46 mm / unlimited

Typical Logging Speed : 6 m/min ( 19.7 ft/min)

Source Type : Cs – 137, 0.63 GBq

Detector Type : NaI Scintillation Crystal

Detector Positions:

Short Spacing GG : 0.29 m ( 0,95 ft ) above the source

Long Spacing GG : 0.49 m ( 1,61 ft ) above the source

Wireline Requirements : Single conductor cable


